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Abstract 

Actively engaging students in the classroom and promoting their interaction, both amongst 

themselves and with the instructor, is an important aspect to student learning. Research has 

demonstrated that student learning improves when instructors make use of pedagogical 

techniques which promote active learning. Equally important is instructor feedback from 

activities such as in-class assessments. Studies have shown that when instructor feedback is 

given at the time a new topic is introduced, student performance is improved.  

The focus of this thesis is the creation of a software program, Virtual Clicker, which addresses 

the need for active engagement, in-class feedback, and classroom interaction, even in large 

classrooms. When properly used it will allow for multi-directional feedback; teacher to student, 

student to teacher, and student to student. It also supports the use of digital ink for Tablet PCs 

in this interaction environment. 
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1 Introduction 

Actively engaging students in the classroom and promoting their interaction, both amongst 

themselves and with the instructor, is an important aspect to student learning [1,2,3]. In class 

problem solving, group work, and discussion are good examples of this important 

teaching/learning process. At odds with this goal is increasing class sizes, especially in 

introductory courses. This can make it more difficult for instructors to obtain student feedback, 

resulting in lectures that lack interaction and fail to engage students [4]. There is also a 

perception that actively involving students in large classes is not appropriate. It often requires 

extra work, discouraging instructors from attempting classroom interaction [5].  

Equally important to student learning is instructor feedback from activities such as in-class 

assessments. Research has demonstrated that when instructor feedback is given at the time a 

new topic is introduced, student performance is improved [6,7]. Classroom assessment also 

allows instructors to monitor students' learning, helping them to adapt lessons to focus on 

problem areas [8]. Unfortunately, assessment can be time-consuming and in-class assessment 

is particularly difficult in large classroom settings.  

It's clear that engaging, assessing, and interacting with students is both important to student 

learning and also a difficult task for instructors. There have been multiple projects such as 

[9,10,11,12,13,14] which have attempted to solve one or more of these issues by introducing 

technology into the classroom. In general, these researchers have proven that technology can 

enable instructors to utilize pedagogical techniques that lead to increased student learning. 

The focus of this thesis is the creation of a software program, Virtual Clicker, which addresses 

the need for active engagement, in-class feedback, and classroom interaction, even in large 

classrooms. When properly used it will allow for multi-directional feedback; teacher to student, 

student to teacher, and student to student. It also supports the use of digital ink for Tablet PCs 
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in this interaction environment. Pedagogical research and previous projects are used to support 

the design of each feature of this new tool i.e., functionality is added to the tool to improve 

sound pedagogical practices as opposed to simply inserting functions just because the 

programmer can.  
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2 Background 

This chapter presents research on different pedagogical techniques that can help improve 

student learning. It then discusses research on current tools which can be used in the classroom 

to facilitate these techniques. 

2.1 Pedagogy 

In traditional classroom instruction, it is primarily the teacher's responsibility to convey course 

material, where the typical method used is lectures. This type of instruction is considered 

teacher-centered. An alternative to this, called student-centered instruction, shifts some of the 

responsibility to students. This is accomplished by replacing a portion of lectures with other 

techniques such as active learning experiences, assigning open-ended problems requiring 

critical or creative thinking, and using team-based learning activities [15,16]. Research has 

shown that using student-centered learning techniques results in increased motivation to learn, 

greater retention of knowledge, and a deeper understanding of the subjects taught [17,18].  

Implementing these pedagogical techniques is not always easy. In fact, resistance from both 

students and other faculty is all but guaranteed. The problem is that while the promised 

benefits are real, they are neither immediate nor automatic. Students do not appreciate the 

increased responsibility and work required of them. Additionally, this new way of learning can 

leave students feeling threatened as they face the fear of the unknown.  

The key to overcoming student resistance is communication. Instructors need to provide 

sufficient guidance along the way and should use positive reinforcement so students know they 

are on the right track. Instructors should also solicit feedback from students which can be used 

to reflect on the changes implemented and improve future instruction. It's also important for 
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instructors to understand the student-centered learning process and not get discouraged by 

inevitable setbacks [15,16].  

It's important to mention that while technologies, such as the one presented here, can help 

teachers with student-centered instruction, technologies alone will not produce a student-

centered classroom. Too often instructors will take hold of the latest teaching tool, believing it 

to be the magic bullet that will improve student learning. Instead they should begin from the 

view of putting pedagogy first and technology second [10].  

2.1.1 Active Learning 

Active learning is a term that refers to several methods of instruction but can be generalized as 

any instructional method that engages students in the learning process. An important aspect of 

this methodology consists of shifting the responsibility of learning onto the student. Types of 

active learning include: collaborative learning, in which students work together in small groups; 

cooperative learning, a more structured form of group work where students are assessed 

individually; and problem-based learning, which introduces real life problems at the beginning 

of an instruction cycle to provide context and motivation for the information that follows [2].  

Just because typical lectures provide students with lots of information about a topic, this does 

not mean students are any more knowledgeable about it. Knowledge involves personal 

experience and requires learners to be able to comprehend and articulate what is being 

presented. The ways learners convert perceived information into knowledge can be grouped 

into two categories: active experimentation and reflective observation. Active experimentation 

involves actively engaging students while presenting information via discussions, examples, or 

application. Reflective observation involves introspection and observation of the information 

presented [19]. Neither type of learner benefits from traditional lecture because it neither 

engages active learners nor provides time for reflective learners to think about the information 

being presented. Therefore student participation should include opportunities for active 
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experimentation and reflective observation [20]. This means instructors should combine 

classroom discussion and problem solving with brief periods for reflection.   

Another key area in which active learning can improve student education is by increasing 

attention span. Multiple studies suggest that when students are passive their concentration 

declines after 10-15 minutes [21,22]. This has a dramatic impact on retention of lecture 

material. Hartley and Davies found that immediately after a lecture students remembered 70% 

of information presented in the first ten minutes and only 20% of information presented in the 

last 10 minutes [23]. One implication is that instructors should use active learning activities to 

break up their lectures into 15 minute segments, keeping students engaged throughout the 

class period.  

There are multiple studies that prove the effectiveness of active learning. Both [5] and [24] 

found significant improvement in exam scores when active learning techniques were used. 

Redish et al. showed that increases in learning are due to the nature of active engagement and 

not to extra time spent on a given topic [25]. Research also indicates active learning leads to 

better student attitudes and improvements in student's thinking and writing [17]. 

2.1.2 Classroom Assessment 

Classroom assessment is beneficial to both instructor and student. It informs instructors about 

what students think and allows them to monitor students' understanding. It informs students 

about what and how their classmates think and improves their ability to monitor their own 

progress, helping them develop skills of self-evaluation [14,7,6]. 

Another crucial factor in student learning is addressing student misconceptions [1]. It is 

important that feedback be given frequently as new topics are introduced [6]. This can be 

accomplished through assessment, allowing students to revise any misunderstandings before 

moving on to new topics that are based on previously taught concepts. It also informs 

instructors, so they can modify lessons to fit the needs of their students. 
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Classroom assessment is a method that can be used to complement an active learning 

environment. Discussing responses with the class can create greater interaction in lectures 

[26,10]. This increases student knowledge and their involvement in their own learning, giving 

them more control over their education [7]. It also allows students to explore a variety of 

possible answers and thought processes, which can help illustrate how diversity of opinion is 

important [27,28]. In addition to facilitating active experimentation, classroom assessment 

leads to reflective observation. It does this by giving students time to review and consider new 

course content, apply their knowledge, and revise and improve their thinking [6,7,26]. 

Instructors that use classroom assessment have found students to report increased satisfaction, 

involvement, and understanding. Students also benefit from improved teaching because of 

instructors modifying and improving lessons based on assessment feedback [7]. Furthermore, 

research shows that final exam scores are improved when in-class assessment is used [6]. While 

exam scores are not necessarily the ultimate indicator of learning or understanding, the fact 

that there is some improvement shows that the in-class assessment does have some positive 

effect. 

The only major disadvantage to using classroom assessment is that collecting and grading 

answers during class can be challenging. This can be a time consuming task; especially in 

sections with a large class size [6,14]. This is where technology can assist instructors, allowing 

them to distribute, collect, and grade questions with just a few clicks. 

2.2 Related Work 

This section covers previous research on various technologies that can be used to promote both 

active learning and classroom assessment. Both clickers and ClassTalk try to provide a solution 

for in-class assessment. ActiveClass is similar but also provides a way for students to ask 

questions and provide feedback to the instructor. ClassroomPresenter, DyKnow, and Microsoft 

Interactive Classroom leverage the Tablet PC, making it possible for instructors and students to 

share diagrams and drawings in real time during class.  
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2.2.1 Clickers 

Clicker is a term used for a hand-held wireless transmitter used to submit responses to a 

receiver. They typically consist of a few buttons (e.g., a,b,c,d or 1,2,3,4) and can be used by 

instructors to ask a group of students multiple choice questions. Each student can use their 

clicker to individually answer the question which is collected by the receiver. Instructors can 

connect the receiver to a computer, allowing them to aggregate answers which can be shown 

to students in the form of a chart or histogram. Some statistical analysis may also be available 

to the instructor in an attempt to identify where deficiencies might lie. 

Using clickers in the classroom supports active learning by increasing interaction and can be 

used to assess student learning. They can also be used to promote discussion among students 

after a histogram of answers is shown [9,10]. One disadvantage of this method is in the 

restriction of only asking multiple choice questions, which may limit their use. For example, in 

engineering classes instructors may want to test student's ability to fill out an electrical diagram 

or in a Japanese Kanji class instructors may want to ensure student's can draw the characters 

correctly. Additionally, Draper and Brown noted that typically 25-35% of students forgot to 

bring their clickers to class [10]. 

2.2.2 Tablet PC 

Using Tablet PCs in the classroom can increase interaction and improve student learning, 

especially when paired with classroom software specifically designed for the Tablet PC. Its 

ability to support digital ink is helpful in classes that incorporate diagrams, drawings, and 

equations or when a topic is difficult to describe orally. For the instructor, these devices provide 

more flexibility than standard PowerPoint presentations, allowing them to adapt lectures to be 

more responsive to student interaction. For students, they improve the ability to organize, 

search, and review notes which helps improve learning [29]. 
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2.2.2.1 Classroom Presenter 

Classroom Presenter is a distributed Tablet PC based classroom interaction system. It allows 

instructors to convert a PowerPoint presentation into a slide deck that supports digital ink, 

enabling them to write on top of a slide. In class, instructors broadcast their deck and any ink 

annotations. This allows students to receive the deck and instructor's ink in real-time. Students 

can then add their own ink annotations, insert digital objects, or incorporate new slides into the 

individual student deck. Most importantly, Presenter also enables students to submit selected 

slides to the instructor; making it possible for instructors to display and discuss student 

solutions [11].  

Classroom Presenter has been used in multiple classrooms at different institutions. Most 

research on its use has found it to support active learning, increase student participation and 

classroom discussion, and has shown it to have a positive impact on student learning 

[11,28,30]. Razmov and Anderson found that both attendance and exams scores were better in 

classes where Presenter was used [27]. 

2.2.2.2 DyKnow 

DyKnow is an interactive education software system. It consists of two interoperable programs, 

DyKnow Vision and DyKnow Monitor, that can communicate together via a centralized server. It 

has several features that support active learning, collaboration, and classroom interaction. 

Students can use DyKnow to create an electronic notebook that supports digital ink for each 

class. These notebooks are a combination of a student's notes and an instructor's presentation 

which includes anything they write, type, or import. Instructors can use DyKnow to either 

create polls where students can respond to multiple choice questions or to request students to 

submit a solution to some problem. Instructors can then display these submissions to promote 

in class discussion or import one or more of these submissions into the presentation so 

students leave class with multiple solutions to the same problem. DyKnow also allows students 

to review their notes out of class and provides the ability to replay portions stroke-by-stroke; 

showing the steps taken to arrive at a given solution [12,31].  
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Research on DyKnow's use in the classroom has been positive. Surveys given to students after 

using DyKnow indicate they enjoy using it and it allows them to create better, more useful 

notes. Instructors feel it increases classroom interaction and facilitates quick feedback from 

students to faculty [32,33]. There has also been some indication of improved grades when 

DyKnow is used [12]. 

2.2.2.3 Microsoft Interactive Classroom 

Microsoft Interactive Classroom is an add-in for PowerPoint and OneNote. It allows instructors 

to insert polling questions (e.g., multiple choice, yes/no, true/false) into presentations which 

students can answer and send back to the instructor. Answers are collated and presented to 

the instructor as a pie chart breakdown of the answers. It also allows instructors to share their 

slides plus any real-time ink annotations over the network which are captured by students 

using OneNote [34].  

2.2.3 Classtalk 

Classtalk is a classroom communication system created by Better Education, Inc. The system is 

somewhat similar to Clickers but provides more flexibility and options. It is comprised of 

multiple student devices networked to a central computer. Student devices are either a HP 

palm-top computer or a TI85 graphing calculator which enables up to four students to sign-on 

to a single device. Using the central computer, instructors can send tasks to the student devices 

and students can return the completed tasks back to the central computer. Tasks are created 

by the instructor either ahead of time or on an impromptu basis. They can be created in a 

variety of styles and are comprised of one or more questions, including any context needed to 

complete the task. Once tasks are completed, instructors can examine the responses, display 

the results in the form of a histogram, send feedback on the task to the students' devices, or 

store them for future analysis [14,35]. 
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A study on the use of Classtalk over a two year period found it to be useful in promoting active 

learning and classroom assessment. It helped generate meaningful classroom discussions and 

gave students who are normally quiet, the confidence needed to voice their opinions in class. 

Students felt lectures were more enjoyable and helped them gain a better understanding of the 

subjects presented. Instructors indicated it was a useful classroom management tool and 

appreciated the immediate feedback it provided about everyone in the class [14]. 

2.2.4 ActiveClass 

ActiveClass is an application for encouraging in-class participation using personal wireless 

devices such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). It allows students to anonymously ask 

questions, answer polls, and send feedback to instructors. While using it, instructors have seen 

an increase and a broader range in student questions which they attribute to their anonymity. 

Additionally, it enables students to see others' questions, which they can rate. This has two 

effects. It reassures students that others have similar questions and enables instructors to focus 

their attention on the most misunderstood topics [13]. 

The background of which pedagogical techniques improve student learning described in this 

chapter were used to inform each decision made in regards to the Virtual Clicker feature set. 

Common pain points like large class sizes, improving classroom interaction, and making it easier 

to assess and obtain feedback from students was a primary focus. Each feature was designed to 

aid instructors in incorporating these techniques into the classroom. Research on previous tools 

was used to assist in determining what type of features are successful in helping instructors and 

students. It also revealed which type of features were of no use or actually hindered instruction 

and classroom interaction.  
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3 Feature Overview 

In order to effectively teach complex subject matter, instructors need to be able to interact 

with their students and actively engage them using techniques such as problem solving, group 

work, and discussion. In-class assessment is a tool which instructors can use to incorporate both 

problem solving and group work into their lectures. They can also use results from these 

assessments to spur classroom discussion. Assessment is also important as it gives students the 

opportunity to reflect on what has been presented and allows instructors to tailor lessons 

based on student understanding. While engaging, assessing, and interacting with students is 

important to student learning, it's not always easy to accomplish and can become more difficult 

as class sizes increase. 

The Virtual Clicker application suite was designed to address the need for active engagement, 

in-class feedback, and classroom interaction, even in large classrooms. It allows instructors to 

host a virtual class session which students can connect to. Once connected, the student's 

computer will listen for requests from the instructor and prompt students if any action needs to 

be taken. The connection also allows students to send information back to the instructor if 

needed.  

Using Virtual Clicker, instructors can distribute virtual quizzes and polls to students who can 

answer the questions and submit them back to the instructor. The application also allows 

students to ask anonymous questions and allows instructors to monitor student status and 

activity levels. There are also two additional applications that can be used by the instructor to 

create quizzes ahead of class and quickly grade submitted quizzes after class.  

During the creation of the Virtual Clicker application suite, the following goals were used to 

guide the features and design: 
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 Support in-class assessment, both formative and summative. It should automatically 

grade multiple choice type questions to allow for immediate feedback. Support for more 

open ended questions such as short answers and drawings should also be supported. 

 Support anonymous polls that can be used to gauge student understanding or as a 

launching point for classroom discussion. 

 Allow students to ask questions anonymously which can be seen and rated by other 

students. 

 Allow students to provide feedback to the instructor about their current understanding 

of the topic being covered. 

 Allow instructors to gauge student understanding by requesting feedback. 

 Provide real-time information to instructors about student activity which can indicate 

focus on the lecture versus focus on note taking. 

 Inform students when there is a shift of activity from note taking to paying attention to 

the instructor and vice versa. 

The remaining sections of this chapter briefly describe the main features of the Virtual Clicker 

application suite and discuss how each feature relates to the goals outlined above. 

3.1 Quizzes and Polls 

The quizzing and polling features of the Virtual Clicker application suite are aimed at supporting 

in-class assessment. As stated previously in section 2.1.2, classroom assessment is a useful 

practice that benefits both the instructor and students. In addition to surfacing student 

misconceptions, classroom assessment can be used to create an active learning environment. 

This can be accomplished by incorporating quizzes as part of a group activity or by using the 

results of the quiz to launch classroom discussions. The challenge is obtaining the results from 

in class assessment in a timely manner. This is where Virtual Clicker's quizzing and polling 

features come in.  
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There are four different types of quiz questions supported by the application: multiple choice, 

multiple answer, essay, and ink. Of these types, only multiple choice and multiple answer can 

be used in polls. Multiple choice questions can include from 2 to 26 different possible choices 

with only one correct answer. Multiple answer questions include the same number of choices 

but can have multiple correct answers. Essay questions are short answer questions in which 

students need to type in text. Ink questions are ink canvases that allow students to draw with 

electronic ink using their Tablet PC. Ink questions allow instructors to draw some initial ink in 

cases where students would need to complete a diagram. They also allow instructors to draw 

"private" ink. This is a special ink color that will only be seen by instructors and will be taken out 

before being distributed to students. This allows instructors to create an answer key for easy 

grading.  

Instructors can create quizzes before class using the Quiz Creator application which is part of 

the Virtual Clicker suite. It enables instructors to quickly create or edit a quiz by adding and 

removing questions, editing question and answer text, and adding/editing digital ink on ink 

question panels. Once complete, quizzes can be saved to the file system as XML documents.  

In the classroom, Virtual Clicker enables instructors to virtually distribute electronic quizzes and 

polls in a matter of seconds to a large classroom of students. When finished, students can 

submit their answers back to the instructor's PC where they are collected. Polls are submitted 

anonymously while quizzes include information about who completed it. Instructors are then 

able to display answers if they so desire or save them to be graded later.  

If instructors choose to display the answers, multiple choice and answer questions are auto 

graded and shown as a distribution of answers. Essay answers are just shown as text and ink 

answers are shown as digital ink diagrams. This ability to quickly show answer distributions and 

student diagrams can benefit student learning in two ways. First, displaying answers can be 

used to spur classroom discussions. This has been shown to create greater interaction in 

lectures [26,10]. Second, by discussing the correct and incorrect answers, student 

misconceptions are immediately addressed which is important to student learning [1,6]. 
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If instructors choose to store completed quizzes for later grading, they can save the full set of 

completed quizzes plus the answer key into a single XML file. The Quiz Grader application 

supports opening this file to allow grading of individual quizzes. It provides an auto grade 

feature which automatically scores all multiple choice and multiple answer questions. Scoring 

of the remaining questions can be accomplished by easily navigating between questions and 

students by using the arrow keys and typing in a score. Each question includes a side-by-side 

display of both the student's answer and answer key for each grading. For multiple choice and 

multiple answer questions, a question distribution chart is also shown. The scores can be saved 

back into the XML file or they can be exported to a comma separated value (CSV) file. 

The quizzing and polling features of the Virtual Clicker application uphold the first goal of this 

thesis, supporting in-class assessment, both formative and summative. They also affirm the 

second goal that allows for anonymous polling. With these two features, instructors gain the 

ability to quickly gauge student understanding, address any student misconceptions, and 

increase classroom interaction by discussing the results.  

3.2 Student Questions and Feedback 

The student questions and student status features of the Virtual Clicker application suite are 

aimed at increasing student/teacher interaction and allowing instructors to quickly gauge 

student understanding. As stated previously in section 2.1, it is crucial for student 

misconceptions to be addressed at the time new topics are introduced. It is also important for 

students to take an active role in the learning process and interact with the instructor and other 

students. While classroom assessment is one technique instructors can use to obtain feedback 

on student comprehension, this section discusses some additional, more light-weight methods 

to quickly obtain feedback from students. 
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3.2.1 Student Status 

The most important question instructors should be asking of their students is: do you 

understand what was just presented. The answer to this question is key to student learning 

outcomes. The results of such assessments should be used by instructors to adjust their lessons 

to ensure the answer is yes. Despite the efforts of many instructors to confirm student 

comprehension, it's not always easy to determine if students are grasping what is being 

presented. The issue commonly lies within the way the question is presented. Often methods 

such as, raise your hand if you don't understand, or are there any questions, leave room for 

uncertainty and can put pressure on students to perform in front of their peers. This can leave 

the uncertain or anxious student reluctant to communicate their insecurity. There may be 

hesitation on part of some students as they wait to see others raise their hand or wait to find 

out if the next topic will clarify their misunderstanding. Shy and less confident students will 

remain silent for fear they will be seen as less intelligent [30,36].  

The student status feature allows instructors to ask students if they understand the information 

that was just presented. Students respond by setting their status to one of three colors: red, 

yellow, or green. White is also a possible color which indicates a student has not yet set their 

status since the last time the instructor inquired. Individual student status is displayed as a 

color square next to the student's name in the list of students that is part of the instructor's 

application. The overall class status is also displayed as a color square in the overall status pane 

in the instructor application. The overall status is calculated as the median value of all the set 

statuses (i.e., median of red, yellow, and green status, white status is excluded).  

This feature provides instructors with a quick, reliable way to gauge student comprehension. 

What makes this method more reliable than asking for a show of hands is the fact that a 

student's response is anonymous to everyone but the instructor. This results in students being 

more honest about their understanding of the material [36].  

In addition to gauging student understanding, instructors can use this feature to add a break in 

the lecture and give students time to reflect on what they have just learned before they 
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answer. Giving students this time to reflect has been shown to help student learning [19,20]. 

This feature could also be used in other clever ways. For example, it could be used when in-

class group work is given to indicate if the groups are ready yet. 

3.2.2 Student Questions 

It's important for students to ask questions to ensure they fully understand a topic before 

moving on to the next. Unfortunately, research shows that many students avoid asking 

questions, especially in large classes. It also indicates that students in engineering majors are 

even more likely to avoid asking questions [36,37].   

The student question feature lets students electronically ask questions which remain 

anonymous to everyone but the instructor. By making the questions anonymous, much of the 

apprehension felt by students when asking questions in class is removed. Another potential 

benefit of anonymous questions, observed by Ratto et al., is a broader range of questions from 

students who otherwise would have remained silent [13]. This increase in questions means 

instructors can better gauge student understanding and spot any trends for particular topics 

and concepts that are not fully understood. This provides instructors with the feedback needed 

to help them modify their lessons to meet student needs. 

3.2.2.1 Question Ranking 

The expected increase in questions resulting from making them anonymous and submitting 

them electronically can also pose a problem for instructors. With this increase, it's possible for 

instructors to become overwhelmed by the amount of questions asked, especially in large 

classes, leaving them struggling to decide which questions to answer. This can be an issue even 

in a traditional classroom where students raise their hands. It's not always possible for 

instructors to answer everyone's question, so how do they decide who to call on? 

The question ranking feature allows other students to rank a question. When a student asks a 

question, it's not only sent to the instructor, it's also sent out anonymously to all the other 
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students. Other students can then vote for the question if they also want to hear the answer. 

These votes are collected by the instructor's application which sorts the list of questions by 

votes, causing questions with the most votes to bubble to the top of the list. 

This feature helps instructors gain a better understanding of the common problem areas, 

allowing them to clarify any misunderstandings and giving them the option to modify the 

lecture for future classes. It can also help students to see that others have questions similar to 

theirs which can help build student confidence.  

While the question ranking helps instructors focus on the most common problems first, it's not 

always possible to address all the important questions in class. To solve this, instructors can 

save the list of questions to a text file and address any remaining issues outside of the 

classroom. 

The student questions feature supports the third overarching thesis goal of allowing 

anonymous questions which can be seen and rated by other students. Together, the student 

questions and student status features support the fourth and fifth goals of allowing instructors 

to request feedback to gauge student comprehension and for students to provide feedback on 

their understanding. With these two features, instructors gain the ability to quickly gauge 

student knowledge and address any student misconceptions. Students gain the ability to take a 

more active role in their learning by influencing the lecture via questions and conveying their 

comprehension.  

3.3 Student Activity Monitor 

The student activity monitor feature of the Virtual Clicker application suite is intended to allow 

students and teachers to be informed of shifts in student attention. As previously discussed in 

section 2.1.1, keeping students' attention has a large impact on retention of material. It's not 

always easy, especially in large classes, for instructors to assess if students are paying attention 
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or if they are taking notes when they should. Students can easily get distracted and potentially 

miss a pertinent discussion or fail to write down important notes. 

The objective behind the student activity monitor feature is to be able to track student activity 

levels which can then be used to inform students and teachers. The original idea was to use pen 

strokes as a way to measure these levels. Unfortunately, due to limitations in the APIs exposed 

to developers by the Windows operating system, there is no way for an application to monitor 

pen input when it doesn't have focus. Since the design of the Virtual Clicker suite is to be used 

as a companion application for other Tablet PC apps, including apps for note taking, it's not 

possible for it to track just pen input. 

Instead of using only pen input to track activity, a combination of pen, mouse, and keyboard 

input can be used. This is possible because, in the Windows operating system, pen input 

eventually gets treated as mouse input and Windows allows applications to globally monitor 

both keyboard and mouse input. In the end this method may be more beneficial since student 

activity is measured as overall computer interaction regardless of which input method is used 

and will account for students who prefer to take notes using the keyboard.  

Using this method of tracking all input activity, the student's Virtual Clicker application 

measures how much activity occurs over set intervals. It then sends this information to the 

instructor's application which collects the information and calculates a class median activity 

level. This overall class activity level is displayed to the instructor in the overall status pane. It is 

also sent out to each Student application which will inform students whenever there is a big 

shift in activity levels (e.g., from low to high or high to low).  

The student monitoring feature supports the sixth and seventh goals of providing information 

about student activity and shifts in activity to both instructors and students. It allows both 

students and teachers to be aware of shifts in student focus from their computers to other 

tasks. Instructors can use the information to adjust their lecture by allowing students to finish 

writing notes. Instructors can also modify their presentation if they notice when student 

attention starts to dwindle. Students may also benefit by being persuaded to take notes when 
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most of the class started taking them or to stop what they're doing to pay attention to the 

instructor since the class activity dropped.  

The features discussed in this chapter are designed to meet the goals of this thesis. Together 

these features should enable instructors to actively engage with their students. This is 

accomplished by providing instructors with the ability to quickly distribute and grade quizzes 

and polls while making it easy to monitor student status, important feedback, and overall class 

activity. Additionally students can take a more active role in their learning by asking questions, 

monitoring and voting on questions asked by others, and updating their status to inform the 

instructor when they don't understand the current topic. 
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4 Technical Overview 

The Virtual Clicker application suite is designed to run on the Windows operating system and 

can leverage digital ink if run on a Tablet PC. It is completely written in the C# language and 

developed using the .Net Framework. The user interface (UI) of all the applications use the 

Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) and were written using the Extensible Application 

Markup Language (XAML). All the applications follow the Model View ViewModel (MVVM) 

design pattern which separates UI markup from application logic. The network communication 

between the instructor and student applications is built using the Windows Communication 

Foundation (WCF). All the document formats used throughout the applications are encoded 

using the Extensible Markup Language (XML). Even though the application suite was designed 

to run on Windows, the XML encoded documents and the network communications used 

enables other non-Windows applications to be developed in the future which can integrate 

with the existing applications.  The remainder of this chapter gives a brief introduction to the 

technologies used to implement the Virtual Clicker suite of applications, followed by an 

overview of the applications and components. 

4.1 Technologies & Design Patterns 

This section discusses the technologies used to implement the Virtual Clicker suite of 

applications, including a short explanation of each technology and the reasons why they were 

chosen. The following are the goals which influenced the technologies to use: 

 Minimize the amount of coding needed by leveraging existing libraries 

 Use simple and accepted design practices to ensure reliable and maintainable code. 
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4.1.1 The .Net Framework 

The .Net Framework is a software framework written by Microsoft that supports building and 

running desktop applications and Web services on any version of Windows with the framework 

installed. The framework is made up of two key components, the Common Language Runtime 

(CLR) and the framework class library. The CLR is the execution engine of the framework which 

manages memory and exception handling for the application. The framework class library 

supports several programming languages (including C#, F#, and VB .NET) and contains a large 

collection of reusable types that can be leveraged by applications. Another advantage to the 

library is that code written in one language can be leveraged by any other language the 

framework supports [38,39]. 

For the Virtual Clicker application suite, .NET Framework 4 was chosen, which was the latest 

version available during development. It was chosen because of its large class library which 

supports many of the features needed by the application, including networking and ink. Version 

4 was chosen due to its new features in networking, the Managed Extensibility Framework 

(MEF), and the IObservable interface; all of which were heavily used throughout the Virtual 

Clicker application suite [40].  

In addition to version 4 of the .NET Framework, the Reactive Extensions (Rx) library was 

leveraged. The Rx library is created by Microsoft and ties in with the .NET Framework but has 

not officially been released as part of the framework. Rx is designed to allow for reactive 

programming which makes it easy to express data flows and the propagation of change. It is 

considered a superset of .NET's Language Integrated Query (LINQ) extensions, which exposes 

asynchronous and event-based computations as push-based observable collections via the new 

IObservable interface [41]. These extensions are heavily used within the Virtual Clicker 

application suite's view model code to deal with property change events that occur because of 

users interacting with the application.  
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4.1.2 C# 

C# is an object-oriented and type-safe programming language. It has its roots in the C family of 

languages and its syntax has similarities to that of C, C++, and Java. C# supports component-

oriented programming which allows software to be designed and separated into self-contained 

and self-describing packages of functionality [42]. The C# language was chosen because of its 

support in the .NET Framework and its familiarity to the developer.  

4.1.3 WPF 

The Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) is a resolution-independent and vector-based 

rendering engine that utilizes DirectX; taking advantage of modern graphics hardware. It is 

released as part of the .Net Framework starting with version 3. WPF offers separation of user 

interface design from application behavior. The appearance of the application is defined using 

the Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML). The behavior and application logic is 

written in one of .NET's supported languages. Connecting the UI and the behavior is done using 

either code-behind, where the UI objects are directly manipulated in code, or with data 

binding, which binds properties of UI objects to properties defined in code [43,44]. 

WPF was chosen for its ability to separate appearance specific markup from application 

behavior. This made it easy to define common UI that could be reused throughout the 

application.  

4.1.4 MVVM 

Model View ViewModel (MVVM) is a design pattern, which is a general reusable solution used 

to separate UI markup from application logic. It is similar to the model view controller (MVC) 

pattern which is commonly used in application design. MVVM was introduced as a standardized 

way to leverage WPF features to simplify UI creation and is based on the Presentation Model. 

The idea is to create a fully self-contained abstraction of the View, which represents all the 
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data, state, and behavior of the View but without any reference to the controls used to render 

it. This abstraction is called the ViewModel. This allows the View to become just a projection of 

the ViewModel's state and removes the need for any code within the View. So updating the UI 

becomes as simple as updating a property on the ViewModel which will update the View via 

WPF data binding [45,46,47,48]. 

The choice to use the MVVM pattern was made for multiple reasons. One of the primary 

motives is it helps to further separate the visual UI from the application behavior, making it 

even easier to use WPF features like binding and data templates. This allows for improved 

ability to design reusable UI components. Another reason is it enforces using data binding as 

the only way to connect the View to the ViewModel, which ensures loose coupling between the 

two and removes the need for any code that directly updates the UI. 

4.1.5 WCF 

Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) is a software development kit (SDK) in the .NET 

Framework for building and deploying service-oriented applications that run on Windows. It 

enables developers to expose CLR types as services and to consume services as CLR types. The 

WCF runtime provides all the plumbing needed to send data as asynchronous messages from 

one application end point to another; eliminating the need to write low-level networking code 

[49,50]. 

Code Snippet 1 is an example definition of a service that echoes back the text that it receives. 

Notice that this is just a standard C# interface definition with a method that accepts and returns 

a string. The key is the ServiceContract attribute, which indicates the interface is a WCF service 

definition, and the OperationContract attribute, which indicates the Echo method is an 

operation the service can perform. 
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Code Snippet 1 - WCF Service Definition Sample 

[ServiceContract] 
public interface IEchoService 
{ 
    [OperationContract] 
    string Echo(string text); 
} 

Code Snippet 2 is an example implementation of the service definition in Code Snippet 1. One 

just needs to create a class that inherits from the defined interface. Implementing the echo 

method is as simple as just returning the passed in string parameter. 

Code Snippet 2 - WCF Service Implementation Example 

public class EchoService : IEchoService 
{ 
    public string Echo(string text) 
    { 
        return text; 
    } 
} 

WCF was chosen because it greatly reduced the amount of code needed to communicate 

between the Virtual Clicker instructor and student applications. The ability to define a service as 

an Interface that passes CLR types back and forth between clients was much more 

straightforward than other approaches. It also produces much more reliable and maintainable 

code. Another feature of WCF, the WS-Discovery protocol, was also used; making it easy for 

clients to detect each other at runtime. 

4.1.6 XML 

Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simple set of rules for encoding data as text which can 

be easily consumed by machines. XML was designed to enable the exchange of a wide variety 

of data between different programs and computers. It is considered a meta language, a 

language for describing other languages, which allows it to be used to define limitless different 

types of documents. The XML specification is an international standard produced by the World 

Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [51,52]. 
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XML documents are made up of elements which can have attributes and can contain child 

elements or character data. Below is a simple example of an XML document that represents a 

message. In the Code Snippet 3 example, the first line is a declaration about the document 

type, indicating it is an XML document that follows version 1 of the XML specification and uses 

a utf-8 character encoding. The second line contains the Message element which is the root 

element of the document. There can only be one root element in a valid XML document. The 

Message element has multiple child elements: From, To, Subject, and Body. These child 

elements contain no child elements of their own, instead each contains character data relating 

to the element which can be consumed by programs. 

Code Snippet 3 - XML Sample 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<Message> 
  <From>Jane Doe</From> 
  <To>John Doe</To> 
  <Subject>Reminder</Subject> 
  <Body>Don't forget our plans for the weekend!</Body> 
</Message> 

There are multiple reasons XML was chosen to encode documents produced by the Virtual 

Clicker application suite. One factor is it's an international standard which is supported by 

numerous programming languages across multiple operating systems. This makes it possible to 

write other application that integrates with the Virtual Clicker application suite which can run 

on any platform. An even more important factor is how easy it is to read and write C# objects to 

and from XML documents.  

Code Snippet 4 shows a C# class that when serialized would produce the same XML as seen in 

Code Snippet 3. Here the Message class has the DataContract attribute applied to it which 

indicates instances of this class can be serialized. When the class gets serialized, only properties 

which have the DataMember attribute applied to them will be included. So in this example, the 

From, To, Subject, and Body properties will get serialized but the DateSent property will not. To 

actually cause an instance of the class to be serialized to XML, a DataContractSerializer object 

must be created for the Message class. Then this object's WriteObject method should be called, 

passing in a stream to write the XML to and the Message object to be serialize.  
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Code Snippet 4 - XML Serialization 

[DataContract] 
public class Message 
{ 
    [DataMember] 
    public string From { get; set; } 
    [DataMember] 
    public string To { get; set; } 
    [DataMember] 
    public string Subject { get; set; } 
    [DataMember] 
    public string Body { get; set; } 
    public string DateSent { get; set; } 
} 
 
... 
Message msg = new Message(); 
msg.From = "Jane Doe"; 
msg.To = "John Doe"; 
msg.Subject = "Reminder"; 
msg.Body = "Don't forget our plans for the weekend!"; 
 
DataContractSerializer xmlSer = new DataContractSerializer(typeof(Message)); 
xmlSer.WriteObject(fileStream, msg); 
... 

4.1.7 Ink 

Traditionally, in order to build applications for Tablet PCs that use digital ink, developers 

needed to use the Tablet PC SDK. With WPF, digital ink is included into the core of the 

framework. Adding support for ink in a WPF application is as simple as adding the InkCanvas 

control. As users draw on the control, the ink is stored as a collection of strokes. These strokes 

can then be serialized into a byte stream which can be saved and re-loaded later [44,53,54]. 

This greatly simplifies the programming needed to add ink support to an application, making its 

use identical to using any other control that accepts input. 

The following code snippet is an example of XAML markup that defines an InkCanvas. 
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Code Snippet 5 - InkCanvas WPF Sample 

<InkCanvas Background="Gray"  
           Width="400" 
           Height="200" 
           Strokes="{Binding Path=Question.Ink}"/> 

Notice the strokes property has a binding with a path equal to "Question.Ink". This means bind 

the strokes property of the InkCanvas to the Ink property of the current Question object. What 

this does is let WPF do all the work of collecting and removing strokes as the user interacts with 

the canvas and stores those strokes in the property indicated. On the C# side, the Ink property 

is just a StrokeCollection object that can be used to access the ink programmatically which 

allows the ink to be saved to a file. The following code snippet is an example of the property 

which the InkCanvas Strokes property binds to. 

Code Snippet 6 - StrokeCollection Binding Sample 

public class InkFormQuestion : Question 
{ 
... 
    public StrokeCollection Ink { get; set; } 
... 
} 

4.2 Major Components 

The Virtual Clicker application suite is made up of four different applications: the instructor in 

class application, the student in class application, the quiz creator, and the quiz grader. There is 

also three different dynamically linked libraries (DLLs) which contain stand alone functionality 

which is either used in more than one application or has the potential to be used in other 

applications in the future. Figure 1 is a block diagram of these seven components and indicates 

which applications leverage each DLL and how the instructor and student app communicate.  
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Figure 1 - Major components of Virtual Clicker application suite 

4.2.1 Common Code 

Since all of the applications share similar logic and have some UI in common, a large portion of 

the Virtual Clicker code base was broken out into a separate common DLL so the code could be 

shared between all the applications. One of the main parts of this DLL is the quiz object model. 

It contains all the code to represent a quiz and all the possible types of quiz questions including 

the logic to save and load these objects to and from XML documents.  

Another major part is the common UI controls, views, and view models. This includes the UI for 

representing a quiz and the ink menu controls used for editing ink questions. One issue with 

having common UI to represent a quiz is for some applications the quiz needs to be fully 

editable but in others only the answers should be editable. To accomplish this, the quiz UI uses 

WPF control templates to display the proper UI based on mode. 
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The DLL also contains other common helper code, including code for application management, 

icons and images, logging, and MVVM binding. The advantage of breaking common 

components out into their own DLL is a reduction in code duplication which can lead to a more 

consistent experience across applications and reduce potential bugs caused by code being 

updated in one place but not another.  

4.2.2 Activity Tracker 

The activity tracker library provides the ability to track activity which is represented as the total 

active time or the percentage of active time over a given period. Active time is considered any 

time the user is interacting with the computer via keyboard, mouse, or pen. The library 

monitors interaction by registering system wide hooks with the operating system which allows 

it to track all input into the system. The Student Classroom application uses the activity tracker 

to monitor and periodically report activity levels to the instructor's application.  

4.2.3 Classroom Service 

The classroom service library is built using the WCF SDK. It contains the definitions of the 

interfaces used for communication between the Instructor Classroom application and the 

Student Classroom application. It also contains all the code for hosting the service which allows 

clients to connect. The Instructor Classroom application uses this library for hosting Virtual 

Clicker classroom sessions. 

4.2.4 Quiz Creator Application 

The quiz creator application is used for creating and editing quizzes. It enables instructors to 

easily add and remove questions to and from the quiz. It also allows editing question text and 

possible choices for multiple choice and multiple answer questions. For ink questions, it 
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provides basic tools like a pen, eraser, and highlighter and offers multiple ink colors, including 

an instructor only color which is hidden from students. 

4.2.5 Quiz Grader Application 

The quiz grader application can be used by instructors and teaching assistants to quickly grade 

submitted quizzes. It supports auto grading of multiple choice questions and side by side 

comparison of student submissions to the answer key, which is helpful for ink questions. It also 

provides an answer distribution chart for multiple choice and multiple answer questions. Users 

can quickly navigate between questions and submissions and can either save the graded 

quizzes back to the quiz collection file or they can export the grades to CSV. 

4.2.6 Instructor Classroom Application 

The Instructor Classroom application is used for hosting class sessions. It allows instructors to 

start a virtual classroom session so students can connect. Once a class session is started, the 

application displays information about connected students and student questions. For each 

student, an icon is displayed next to their name to indicate their status. There is also an overall 

status pane which indicates the median class status and the median class activity level. Using 

the application, instructors can start a quiz or a poll and request status from connected 

students. 

4.2.7 Student Classroom Application 

The Student Classroom application enables students to join class sessions hosted by instructors. 

It allows them to see and connect to any broadcasted classes or manually enter connection 

settings. Once connected, students can set their status, ask questions, or vote on questions 

from other students. The application will prompt students to complete quizzes and polls when 

an instructor starts them. They will also be informed of any shifts in classroom activity levels. 
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5 Quiz Document 

The Virtual Clicker application suite had a need to define a document object model 

representing both quizzes and polls which would allow the documents to be modified in code. 

Additionally this object model would have to support passing these documents between 

instructor and student computers over the network and allow for these documents to be saved 

to and read from files. Once WCF was chosen for network communication, the logical choice 

was to use .NET's DataContractSerializer class [55]. This class provides methods for serializing 

and deserializing objects and is used by default in WCF for sending objects over the network. It 

also supports serializing and deserializing objects to and from XML which can be saved to a file.  

In order to make classes compatible with the DataContractSerializer, they need to be marked 

with the DataContract attribute and all members of the class that should be serialized need to 

be marked with the DataMember attribute. This makes creating classes that can be saved to 

XML very easy. For more information on how DataContractSerializer works see section 4.1.6. 

Figure 2 shows a class diagram of the quiz document object model. The CompletedQuizzes class 

represents a set of completed quizzes. It contains both the original quiz that was created by the 

instructor, including the answer key, and a collection of quizzes that were submitted by 

students. It also has methods for saving and loading this set of quizzes to and from an XML file. 

The Quiz class is a model of a single quiz document. It can represent quizzes created by 

instructors which contain the answer key and quizzes that have been completed by a student. 

The class has properties for tracking the quiz author, name, instructions, who it was taken by, if 

it was graded and the score. It contains the collection of questions which make up the quiz. 

There are also methods for clearing answers and saving or loading the quiz to or from an XML 

file. 
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Figure 2 - Quiz Document UML Class Diagram 

 

There are four classes which represent the different question types: InkFormQuestion, 

EssayQuestion, MultipleAnswerQuestion, and MultipleChoiceQuestion. They all extend from the 

abstract Question class which defines common properties like the question text, points 

possible, if the question is graded, and the score. The Question class also defines an abstract 

method, ClearAnswer, which is implemented by each subclass. This method is used to clear the 
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answers from an instructor created quiz before it is sent out over the network for students to 

complete.  

The InkFormQuestion class represents questions that have a canvas for drawing digital ink. It 

has two properties which are used for tracking the drawn ink. The Ink property is of type 

StrokeCollection which represents a collection of pen strokes. The Virtual Clicker applications 

use this property to keep track of ink as it is drawn. This is accomplished by using WPF's data 

binding feature to bind the WPF InkCanvas control's Strokes property to the InkFormQuestion's 

Ink property. This causes the Ink property to be updated with the current set of pen strokes 

every time a user adds or removes ink.  

Unfortunately the StrokeCollection class can't be serialized to XML so the InkAsString property 

was added to support saving the ink to and from XML. This property is a Base64 encoded string 

representing the set of pen strokes in the StrokeCollection object. When serializing an 

InkFormQuestion object, just before serialization starts, the InkToString method is called to save 

the StrokeCollection object to a byte array in memory and then convert the byte array to a 

string using Base64 encoding. The resulting value is stored in the InkAsString property which 

will be serialized to XML. When deserializing an InkFormQuestion, first the InkAsString property 

will be deserialized from the XML. Then the InkFromString method is called to convert the string 

to a byte array using Base64 decoding and create a StrokeCollection object from the byte array.  

The EssayQuestion class represents long answer type questions. It contains just a single 

property, Essay, which stores the answer text. Both the MultipleAnswerQuestion and 

MultipleChoiceQuestion classes represent questions that have multiple answers to choose 

from. The difference is the former supports multiple answers to be selected while the latter 

only supports one answer to be selected. Both classes have a Choices property which is a 

collection of Choice objects which represent the set of answers for the question. The Choice 

object has two properties: Text, which contains the answer text, and Selected, which indicates if 

the answer is selected or not. The MultipleChoiceQuestion class also has a SelectedChoice 

property which indicates the selected answer, since only one can be selected.  
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The quiz document object model defined here supports all the requirements of the Virtual 

Clicker application suite. It allows quizzes and polls to be easily manipulated in code and 

supports data binding to WCF controls so the object model is always up to date with user input. 

It also supports serialization so documents can be sent between computers over the network 

and they can be saved and opened to and from XML files. 
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6 Network Communication 

One of the most important aspects of the Virtual Clicker application suite is its ability to 

transmit data between the Instructor and Student applications. Therefore it is important the 

network programming piece be done correctly since network communication plays a key role in 

the functionality of these applications. However, network programming can be difficult to get 

correct.  

Originally the application's network programming was written using the .NET Framework's 

socket APIs [56]. The client-server model was used where the Student application is the client 

and the Instructor application is the server. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) was used 

to reliably transfer data between the two applications. 

An API was written to try to encapsulate all the functionally needed for communication and to 

conceal all the low level networking code. Writing the application's programming on top of the 

socket API  proved to be difficult. One reason is there are a lot of error conditions and different 

states that need to be handled in order to create a reliable API. A bigger issue was the large 

amount of code that needed to be written. 

A large part of this networking API was written and then basic test apps were built on top of it 

to ensure it worked as expected. The API worked for the basic communication between the 

applications. Unfortunately, it proved to have issues and didn't properly handle all error 

conditions. Also, as the test apps were written, design flaws arose that required changes to the 

underlying design. This showed that it's not easy to write a reliable and flexible networking API. 

Due to the issues that arose from using the socket APIs, research was performed to find a 

better alternative. This led to the use of the .NET Framework's WCF SDK, which abstracts the 

low level network programming and greatly reduces the amount of code that needs to be 

written. This led to much more reliable network communication.  
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6.1 Service Definition 

WCF is intended to be used for building service-oriented applications. For the Virtual Clicker 

application suite, the Instructor application hosts the service which allows the Student 

application to connect. In this way the two apps can communicate in a manner similar to the 

client-server model. 

In WCF, all communication with a service occurs through the endpoints defined by the service 

[57]. Endpoints are C# classes that can be configured in code or in an XML configuration file. 

They describe the way clients can connect and communicate with the service and are made up 

of four properties: 

 An address that indicates where the endpoint can be found 

 A binding, which is a C# class made up of a sequence of binding elements that each 

defines a step in the process of sending and receiving messages. Some of the common 

steps which can be configured include: 

o The transport protocol to use (e.g., TCP, UDP, HTTP) 

o The encoding to use (e.g., text or binary) 

o Any message security (e.g., SSL) 

 A contract, which is a collection of operations that specify how clients can communicate 

with the endpoint. A contract will designate: 

o What operations can be called by a client 

o The format of the data exchanged 

o The type of input parameters and which ones are required for each operation 

o What type of response the client can expect for each operation 

 A set of behaviors which specify implementation details of the endpoint and allow 

modification of WCF provided bindings. For example, behaviors can be used to: 

o Add discovery behavior which allows clients to find and obtain connection 

information about services running on the network 

o Add custom serialization/deserialization of data 
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o Add custom logging 

Therefore the endpoint of the Instructor application's service defines how Student applications 

can connect to the service and how data is exchanged between the two applications. 

6.1.1 Endpoint Address 

The service address is made up of an IP address and a port number. The port number is 

determined at runtime using .NET's socket APIs to select an available port number between 

1024 and 5000. By choosing the port number at runtime instead of hard coding it, more than 

one Instructor application can run on the same computer at once. The IP address is also 

determined at runtime by enumerating over all the network connections the PC has and 

selecting the first active connection.  

Ideally the service would be hosted on all active network connections to ensure clients can 

connect regardless of which network they are on. Unfortunately, WCF doesn't support binding 

multiple addresses using the same endpoint binding type. So if a PC has multiple network cards, 

only the IP from one of them is selected. While this may block clients from automatically 

detecting the service, it shouldn't block them from connecting in most network settings and is 

mitigated by the fact that clients can connect using manual connection settings. 

6.1.2 Endpoint Binding 

The binding for the Virtual Clicker service uses WCF's built in NetTcpBinding. This binding uses 

TCP for transport, encodes data in binary, and uses SSL for security. It was chosen because it 

has the least network overhead and the best performance of all the built in network bindings. 

The down side to using the NetTcpBinding is that it's not interoperable with anything other 

than another WCF client. This is mitigated by the fact that a service can define multiple 

endpoints. So if the Instructor application ever needed to be interoperable with non .NET 

applications, another binding could be added. 
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6.1.3 Endpoint Contract 

In WCF, a contract can be defined by creating an interface which contains methods which the 

service exposes as operations. The ServiceContract attribute needs to be applied to the 

interface to indicate it is defining a WCF endpoint contract. This attribute accepts multiple 

parameters which configure how the service deals with sessions and how the service can 

communicate back to the client if needed. The OperationContract attribute needs to be applied 

to each method which the service should expose. This attribute accepts multiple parameters 

which indicate if any methods must be called first or last. 

Code Snippet 7 - Endpoint Contract 

[ServiceContract(SessionMode = SessionMode.Required, 
                 CallbackContract = typeof(IVirtualClickerServiceCallback))] 
public interface IVirtualClickerService 
{ 
    [OperationContract(IsInitiating = true, IsTerminating = false)] 
    Guid JoinClass(Student student); 
 
    [OperationContract(IsInitiating = true, IsTerminating = false)] 
    Guid JoinClassSecure(Student student, string password); 
 
    [OperationContract(IsInitiating = false, IsTerminating = true)] 
    void LeaveClass(Guid connectionId); 
 
    [OperationContract(IsInitiating = false, IsTerminating = false)] 
    void AskQuestion(Guid connectionId, StudentQuestion question); 
 
    [OperationContract(IsInitiating = false, IsTerminating = false)] 
    void SubmitQuiz(Guid connectionId, Guid quizId, Quiz quiz); 
 
    [OperationContract(IsInitiating = false, IsTerminating = false)] 
    void SetActivity(Guid connectionId, double activityLevel); 
 
    [OperationContract(IsInitiating = false, IsTerminating = false)] 
    void SetStatus(Guid connectionId, StudentStatus status); 
 
    [OperationContract(IsInitiating = false, IsTerminating = false)] 
    void VoteForQuestion(Guid connectionId, Guid questionId); 
} 

Code Snippet 7 contains the definition of the IVirtualClickerService interface which defines the 

Virtual Clicker service endpoint contracts and contains all the operations supported by the 

service. The ServiceContract attribute applied to the interface specifies two parameters: 

SessionMode and CallbackContract. The SessionMode parameter is set to Required, which 
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indicates the service needs to maintain session information for each client. The 

CallbackContract is set to be of the type IVirtualClickerSerivceCallback, which indicates the 

IVirtualClickerSerivceCallback interface defines the operations exposed by clients that the 

service can call. 

Every method defined in the IVirtualClickerService interface has the OperationContract 

attribute applied to it, indicating each method is an operation the Virtual Clicker service 

exposes to clients. Two methods, JoinClass and JoinClassSecure, set the IsInitiating parameter 

of the OperationContract attribute to true. This indicates that one of these methods must be 

called before any other method can be called and that these methods can only be called once. 

The LeaveClass method sets the IsTerminating parameter of the OperationContract attribute to 

true. This indicates that no other methods can be called after this one and that the connection 

is closed after this method is called. The remaining methods set both IsInitiating and 

IsTerminating to false which indicates they can be called in any order after JoinClass or 

JoinClassSecure is called but before LeaveClass is called. By setting these two parameters, it is 

ensured that clients behave according to these rules which makes it easier to program the 

service logic since these error cases don't have to be handled explicitly by the programmer.  

6.1.4 Callback Contract 

The endpoint contract defined in section 6.1.3 defines how the Virtual Clicker Student 

application can communicate with the Instructor application. There is also a need for the 

Instructor application to be able to communicate back to the Student application. WCF 

supports this using duplex communication. This type of two-way communication requires 

connecting clients to expose a callback contract which is defined by the service.  

A service defines a callback contract by creating an interface which contains methods the client 

should expose as operations. The OperationContract attribute needs to be applied to each 

method which should be exposed. The service also needs to define the interface as the callback 

contract by setting the CallbackContract property of the ServiceContract attribute which is 
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applied to the interface that defines the service's endpoint contract. This can be seen in the 

Virtual Clicker endpoint contract in Code Snippet 7. 

Code Snippet 8 contains the definition of the Virtual Clicker callback contract. This contract 

allows the Instructor application to start and stop quizzes and polls, request student status, 

send information about student questions and activity, and stop the virtual classroom session.  

Code Snippet 8 - Callback Contract 

public interface IVirtualClickerServiceCallback 
{ 
    [OperationContract] 
    void StopClass(); 
 
    [OperationContract] 
    void RequestStatus(); 
 
    [OperationContract] 
    void StartQuiz(Guid quizId, Quiz quiz); 
 
    [OperationContract] 
    void StopQuiz(Guid quizId); 
 
    [OperationContract] 
    void StartPoll(Guid pollId, Quiz poll); 
 
    [OperationContract] 
    void StopPoll(Guid pollId); 
 
    [OperationContract] 
    void QuestionUpdate(List<StudentQuestion> questions); 
 
    [OperationContract] 
    void ActivityUpdate(double activityLevel); 
} 

6.2 Service Discovery 

To make it easier for students to connect to hosted virtual classroom sessions and avoid the 

need to manually enter connection information, there needs to be a way for the Student 

application to find active sessions on the network and detect when new ones are started. The 

WCF's Discovery APIs offers ways this can be accomplished using the Web Services Dynamic 

Discovery (WS-Discovery) protocol. This protocol is a specification which defines a standard for 
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how clients can find services on the web at runtime and how services can broadcast their 

existence, all using multicast messaging [58].  

The Discovery API supports two different modes: Managed and Ad-Hoc. In Managed mode 

clients can query a centralized server which maintains information about available services. In 

Ad-Hoc mode, there is no centralized server. Instead multicast messages are used to find 

services [59]. The Virtual Clicker applications use Ad-Hoc mode. 

There are two aspects to WCF Discovery that need to be implemented: service announcement 

and service discovery. Service announcement works by having the Virtual Clicker service send 

out a multicast service announcement message, as seen in Figure 3. This message contains 

information about the service and how clients can connect. Virtual Clicker clients need to listen 

for service announcements which are sent from a Virtual Clicker service. 

 

Figure 3 - Service Announcement 

 

Code Snippet 1 shows how a service announcement is added to the Virtual Clicker service. First 

an EndpointDiscoveryBehavior is created and a custom XML extension is added to it which 

contains information about the hosted virtual classroom session (e.g., class name, instructor's 

name). Second a ServiceDiscoveryBehavior is created which has a UdpAnnouncementEndpoint. 

Finally both these are added to the service's behaviors. This causes the service to send out a 

multicast message at startup which contains connection information and the custom XML that 

was added to the EndpointDiscoveryBehavior object. 
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Code Snippet 9 - Service Discovery 

/* ---------------- Service Code ---------------- */ 
 
// Create a discovery behavior to pass class information 
EndpointDiscoveryBehavior discoveryBehavior = new EndpointDiscoveryBehavior(); 
XElement discoveryExtension = new XElement("Root"); 
discoveryExtension.Add(new XElement("ClassName", className)); 
discoveryExtension.Add(new XElement("Instructor", instructor)); 
discoveryExtension.Add(new XElement("Password", password != null)); 
discoveryBehavior.Extensions.Add(discoveryExtension); 
service.Description.Endpoints[0].Behaviors.Add(discoveryBehavior); 
 
// Add the service announcement behavior to the service 
ServiceDiscoveryBehavior discovery = new ServiceDiscoveryBehavior(); 
discovery.AnnouncementEndpoints.Add(new UdpAnnouncementEndpoint()); 
service.Description.Behaviors.Add(discovery); 
 
// Add an endpoint to listen for discovery messages 
service.AddServiceEndpoint(new UdpDiscoveryEndpoint()); 
 
 
/* ---------------- Client Code ---------------- */ 
 
DiscoveryClient discoveryClient = new DiscoveryClient(new UdpDiscoveryEndpoint()); 
discoveryClient.Find(new FindCriteria(typeof(IVirtualClickerService))); 
 

Since a service announcement is only sent when a class session is started, clients need a way to 

find existing class sessions. This is accomplished using service discovery. This works by having 

the client send out a multicast probe on startup, as seen in Figure 4, which indicates it's looking 

for any Virtual Clicker services. The Virtual Clicker service is configured to listen for these probe 

messages and when one is received, it responds directly to the client, sending information 

about the service and how clients can connect. 

To enable the service to listen for discovery probes, the service needs to add a WCF provided 

UdpDiscoveryEndpoint object to its list of endpoints, as shown in Code Snippet 9. The client 

needs create a DiscoveryClient object and call its Find method, passing in the type of service to 

find. In this case the client passes the interface, IVirtualClickerService, which defines the Virtual 

Clicker service.  
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Figure 4 - Discovery Probe 

 

The one downside to using the Ad-Hoc mode of the Discovery API is there is no guarantee 

discovery messages will be received by clients who are not connected to the same network 

router as the service. This is because it is common practice to configure network routers to not 

forward multicast messages across different networks. This issue is mitigated by the fact the 

Student application allows connection information to be entered manually.  

Using WCF to handle all the network communication between the Virtual Clicker applications 

simplified the network programming and greatly reduced the amount of code needed. This 

resulted in a much more reliable product and a more maintainable code base. Also, by using 

industry standards, all the network communication can be made fully interoperable with other 

non-Microsoft clients in the future.  
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7 Activity Monitor 

Two of the goals of the Virtual Clicker application suite are aimed at providing both instructors 

and students with real-time feedback on student activity levels. The original idea was to use 

pen strokes to indicate how active a student is. Due to limitations in the Windows API set this 

isn't possible. Instead, durations of pen, mouse, and keyboard input is tracked to be able to 

report a student's activity as a percentage of the time spent actively interacting with their 

computer.  

The ActivityTracker class is what provides the ability to track the amount of time a user is 

active. Active time is considered to be the amount of time a user takes to type a word, drag 

their mouse, or create an ink stroke. The time spent typing a word is calculated by monitoring 

consecutive key presses, other than the space, period, or enter keys, which occur within a 

timed threshold. Since the Windows API set doesn't allow distinguishing between mouse and 

pen input at the global input level, mouse and pen input are treated the same. So the time 

spent creating a stroke is calculated as the time between a mouse left button down event until 

a mouse left button up event, which maps to the start and stop of a pen stroke. After some 

testing of typical keyboard/pen input while taking notes and typical mouse usage, the increase 

in the percentage of active time due to mouse was minuscule in comparison.  

Figure 5 shows a class diagram of the classes used to monitor activity. The ActivityTracker sets 

up everything needed to do the monitoring and keeps track of the total active time. It has 

properties for the time tracking started, the active time, and the active time as a percentage of 

total time. It provides a Reset method to clear the collected activities and restart tracking. It 

also fires an event every time a new activity time is detected. The class also implements the 

IDisposable interface, which is used in the common C# design pattern for cleaning up 

unmanaged resources that aren't handled for the programmer by the .NET runtime [60]. This is 

needed since unmanaged low level system hooks are used to monitor user input and these 
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need to be properly released. The ActivityTracker class uses two other classes to monitor user 

input: WordTracker and StrokeTracker. 

 

Figure 5 - Activity Tracker UML Class Diagram 

 

The WordTracker class is used for monitoring keyboard input and tracks the time users spend 

typing single words. It does this by measuring the time span between the detection of special 

characters: space, return, and period. It also considers a word to be finished if a user pauses for 
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more than a certain time period, currently two seconds. This prevents counting the time a users 

spends contemplating what to type as active time. The class exposes one event which is fired 

when a new word is entered and contains information about the time spent entering the word. 

The StrokeTracker class is used for monitoring pen and mouse input and tracks the time users 

spend creating ink strokes. It does this by measuring the time span between the detection of 

pen down and pen up events. The class exposes one event which is fired when a new stroke is 

entered and contains information about the time spent creating the stroke. 

The KeyboardListener and MouseListener classes are used by the WordTracker and 

StrokeTracker respectively. They provide the ability to listen to the low level system input in 

real-time. Both classes extend from the WindowsHook class. This class provides the base code 

to create Windows hooks which allow an application to listen to all low level system messages 

before they reach the target window, regardless of which application has focus [61].  

Using Windows hooks is the only way to monitor input across the system but the .NET 

framework doesn't support using them directly. To get around this limitation, the 

WindowsHook class uses Platform Invocation Services (PInvoke). PInvoke allows managed .NET 

code to call unmanaged native functions that are implemented in a DLL [62]. To use PInvoke, 

the unmanaged methods that need to be used must be redefined in C# with some special 

attributes to indicate which DLL contains the method. Also all the enums and structs that are 

used as method parameters need to be redefined in C#.  

Code Snippet 10 contains an example of a redefined native structure and the redefined native 

methods which are used to create Windows hooks. The methods are defined inside the 

NativeMethods class. The WindowsHook class uses these methods to handle the logic of adding 

and removing hooks. Since the KeyboardListener and MouseListener classes extend from the 

WindowsHook class, they don't have to handle this logic. They just need to implement the 

HookCallback method which gets called for every system message. In this method, they check if 

they are interested in the system message, and if so, they fire the appropriate event. For 

example, the KeyboardListener checks for the key down system messages and when this 

message is found it fires its KeyDown event, indicating which key was pressed. 
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Code Snippet 10 - Activity Tracker Native Methods 

internal class NativeMethods 
{ 
    #region DllImports 
    [DllImport("kernel32.dll", CharSet = CharSet.Auto, SetLastError = true)] 
    public static extern IntPtr GetModuleHandle(string moduleName); 
 
    [DllImport("user32.dll", SetLastError = true)] 
    public static extern IntPtr SetWindowsHookEx(HookType hookType, HookCallback 
hookCallback, IntPtr hMod, uint threadId); 
 
    [DllImport("user32.dll", SetLastError = true)] 
    [return: MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.Bool)] 
    public static extern bool UnhookWindowsHookEx(IntPtr hookHandle); 
 
    [DllImport("user32.dll")] 
    public static extern IntPtr CallNextHookEx(IntPtr hhk, int nCode, UIntPtr 
wParam, IntPtr lParam); 
    #endregion 
} 
 
// One example of an unmanaged struct redefined in C# 
[StructLayout(LayoutKind.Sequential)] 
internal struct MouseLLHookStruct 
{ 
    public MousePoint Point; 
    public uint MouseData; 
    public uint Flags; 
    public uint Time; 
    public UIntPtr ExtraInfo; 
} 
 

 

The Virtual Clicker's activity monitoring code provides the ability to track the time a user spends 

on typing in words and drawing digital ink. This time can be represented as total time spent or 

the percentage of time spent from a given starting point. This is accomplished using low level 

Windows system hooks which allows listening to user input regardless of which application the 

user is utilizing. 
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8 Summary 

It has been shown that active learning and classroom assessment techniques, when used 

correctly, can significantly improve student learning outcomes. Though these assessments can 

be effective, not all instructors are willing to apply them. Reasons for this resistance are, time 

constraints, both in and out of the classroom, and the inability of instructors and students to 

shift to this new teaching model. While technology alone cannot create an active learning 

environment, it can aid instructors in overcoming some of the barriers. 

The Virtual Clicker suite of applications was designed with these challenges in mind. The 

features it provides can aid in instructor student interactions. It does this by making it easier for 

instructors to quickly assess student understanding and by allowing students to inform the 

instructor of their comprehension of the current topic via questions and status. 

Unfortunately there has been no opportunity to conduct a study of the Virtual Clicker 

application being used in the classroom to date. While past research has proven many of the 

application's features to be effective, it's expected that the unique combination and 

implementation details of the Virtual Clicker application suite will prove to be more effective 

and user friendly. There is little doubt that assessing the multi-faceted aspects of the activity 

monitoring feature will be of interest to educators and students.  

8.1 Future Work 

The Virtual Clicker suite has been heavily tested via simulations using test clients and test hosts 

but has yet to be used in the classroom. Therefore the obvious next step is to conduct a trial 

run using the suite in an actual class session. This will potentially expose logical and system 

level bugs that need to be fixed. 
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The activity monitor feature is another area that will need to be examined and tested for 

effectiveness. There are currently multiple thresholds in place that are used when calculating 

stroke, word, and overall activity rates. The current values have been chosen after some testing 

was conducted of typical keyboard, mouse, and pen usage by a handful of subjects as they 

performed common computer activities. When the application suite is deployed for trial runs, 

all the different activity metrics should be logged and analyzed so these thresholds can be 

updated if needed.  
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Appendix A: Developer’s Guide 

This appendix describes the layout of the source code into different projects, how its source 

version control works, and how to obtain helpful logging information. The complete Virtual 

Clicker suite was written in XAML and C# using Visual Studio 2010, which can be downloaded 

from the Microsoft Visual Studio website [63]. The root directory of the project contains: 

 Nine folders for Visual Studio projects, these all start with VirtualClicker. 

 A folder named 'DesignImages' which contains all the images and icons used. 

 A folder named 'dlls' which contains the DLLs for the Reactive Extensions library. 

 A folder named '.git' which contains source control information. 

 A text file named .gitignore which has source control settings. 

 A text file named 'bugs.txt' which has a list of current bugs. 

 A Visual Studio solution file named 'VirtualClicker.sln' which will open up all the projects. 

Code Project 

This is a list of all the different projects that make up the Virtual Clicker suite code base. 

VirtualClicker.Common 

This project builds into a DLL class library and contains all the common code which is shared 

between all the different applications. The code in this project is broken down into the 

following different namespaces: 

 AppManagement - the base classes all applications extend from and all the single 

instance management code. 
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 Commands - all the code needed for command binding with WPF when the MVVM 

design pattern is used. 

 ComponentModel - common interfaces, all the observable object and observable 

property code used for property change tracking need when using the MVVM design 

pattern.  

 Converters - all the data converters used within the XAML code. 

 Diagnostics - all the application logging code. 

 Extensions - all the common extension methods.  

 Images - all the common application images used. 

 Models - all the data models including the quiz/question models. 

 Resources - common style sheets. 

 UIElements - custom UI controls. 

 Validation - input validation rules. 

 ViewModels - base view model all others extend from and view models for common 

views. 

 Views - common XAML view code for quiz, questions, and ink ribbon. 

VirtualClicker.Service 

This project builds into a DLL class library. It defines the interface for the host service and the 

callback interface for clients. It also has the host service implementation.  

VirtualClicker.Host 

This project builds into a WPF application. It contains all the instructor host application code 

including the XAML for all its Views and the corresponding ViewModels. 

VirtualClicker.Client 

This project builds into a WPF application. It contains all the student client application code 

including the XAML for all its Views and the corresponding ViewModels. It also contains an 
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implementation of the service callback interface, code for finding and detecting hosted 

services, and code for connecting and communicating with a hosted service. 

VirtualClicker.TestClient 

This project builds into a command line application. It implements the service callback interface 

and allows simulating multiple clients to allow testing of the different features.  

VirtualClicker.QuizCreator 

This project builds into a WPF application. It contains all the quiz creator application code 

including the XAML for all its Views and the corresponding ViewModels. 

VirtualClicker.QuizGrader 

This project builds into a WPF application. It contains all the quiz grader application code 

including the XAML for all its Views and the corresponding ViewModels. 

VirtualClicker.StudentSetup 

This is a setup and deployment project that builds an MSI file for installing the Student client 

application. 

VirtualClicker.InstructorSetup 

This is a setup and deployment project that builds an MSI file for installing the Instructor 

application, the quiz creator application, and the quiz grader application. 

Version Control 

Keeping version control in a project of this size is important so all changes can be tracked and 

reverted in case a change causes a regression in functionality. For this project Git was chosen 

for version control. It was chosen because 1) it was free and 2) no servers are needed, allowing 
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all the version history to be stored in a folder within the parent solution folder. This allows the 

code, including all revision history to be easily handed off as just a ZIP file.  

To view the revision history of the Virtual Clicker application suite, first install Git and then open 

the code repository by pointing either the GUI or command line Git tool at the root folder of 

the project. Git can be downloaded from http://git-scm.com/. 

Logging 

All the applications in the Virtual Clicker suite log useful information, including any errors or 

exceptions encountered. Logs are saved under %appdata%\VirtualClicker\[AppName].log, 

where %appdata% is the Windows environment variable that points to a users roaming 

application data folder and [AppName] is the application's name (e.g., VirtualClicker.Host). 

There isn't much overhead caused by this logging but logging can be turned off at compile time 

by removing the "TRACE" constant from the Visual Studio projects. This is accomplished by 

opening the properties for a project, selecting the build tab, choosing the "Release" 

configuration, and un-checking the "Define TRACE constant" check box. 

http://git-scm.com/
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Appendix B: User’s Guide 

This appendix is the User Guide for the Virtual Clicker application suite which was designed to 

address the need for active engagement, in-class feedback, and classroom interaction, even in 

large classrooms. It allows instructors to host a virtual class session which students can connect 

to. Once students are connected, instructors can distribute virtual quizzes and polls to students 

who can answer the questions and submit them back to the instructor. The application suite 

also allows students to ask anonymous questions and allows instructors to monitor student 

status and activity levels. 

There are four applications included in the suite: Quiz Creator, Quiz Grader, Instructor host 

application, and Student client application. The first two are designed to be used by instructors 

and teaching assistants to create quizzes ahead of class and quickly grade submitted quizzes 

after class. The third, Instructor host application, is intended to be used in the classroom by 

instructors for hosting virtual classroom sessions. The fourth, Student client application, allows 

students to connect to hosted virtual classroom sessions. 

This appendix illustrates, in a step-by-step fashion, how users can install and utilize each of the 

four applications in the suite.  

Installation 

The four applications of the suite are broken up into two groups which can be installed using a 

single Windows Installer file, also called an MSI file. The first group contains the applications 

which are intended to be used by instructors. These are the Quiz Creator, Quiz Grader, and 

Instructor host applications. The second group contains the one application intended to be 

used by students, which is the Student client application. Both groups can be installed on the 
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same computer if desired. Also, note that both installations require .NET version 4.0 Client 

Profile to be installed first. 

Installing .NET 4.0 

The .NET Framework 4.0 Client Profile can be installed through Windows Update. It is released 

as a recommended update on Windows Vista and Windows 7. It is released as an optional 

update for Windows XP. Alternatively, a standalone installer can be downloaded from here. 

Installing Instructor Applications 

The following steps will install the three instructor applications: Quiz Creator, Quiz Grader, and 

Instructor host. The .NET framework version 4.0 must be installed first otherwise installation 

will fail. 

1. Run the "VirtualClickerInstructorSetup.msi" setup file by double clicking on it. 

2. Once the setup wizard dialog appears as seen in Figure 6. Click the "Next" button to 

continue. 

http://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?displaylang=en&id=24872
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Figure 6 - Instructor Applications Setup Wizzard 

3. The next step is to choose the location to install the instructor applications as seen in 

Figure 7. The default location is "C:\Program Files\Virginia Tech\Virtual Clicker Instructor 

Suite\". After setting the location or using the default, click the "Next" button. 

 

Figure 7 - Instructor Applications Install Location 

4. The next step is to confirm the install. Click the "Next" button to start installation.  
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5. The installation should take a short time and should display a progress bar. Once 

finished an installation complete dialog will be displayed, as seen in Figure 8. Click the 

"Close" button to dismiss the dialog. The application suite is now installed. 

 

Figure 8 - Instructor Applications Installation Complete 

Installing Student Application 

The following steps will install the Student client application. The .NET framework version 4.0 

must be installed first otherwise installation will fail. 

1. Run the " VirtualClickerStudenttSetup.msi" setup file by double clicking on it. 

2. Once the setup wizard dialog appears as seen in Figure 9. Click the "Next" button to 

continue. 
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Figure 9 - Student Application Setup Wizzard 

3. The next step is to choose the location to install the instructor applications as seen in 

Figure 10. The default location is " C:\Program Files\Virginia Tech\Virtual Clicker Student 

Application\ ". After setting the location or using the default, click the "Next" button. 

 

Figure 10 - Student Application Install Location 

4. The next step is to confirm the install. Click the "Next" button to start installation.  
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5. The installation should take a short time and should display a progress bar. Once 

finished an installation complete dialog will be displayed, as seen in Figure 11. Click the 

"Close" button to dismiss the dialog. The application suite is now installed. 

 

Figure 11 - Student Application Installation Complete 

Quiz Creator 

This section of the appendix provides detailed instructions on how to use the Quiz Creator 

application. This application allows instructors and teaching assistants to create virtual quizzes 

ahead of a classroom session.  

Staring Quiz Creator 

The Quiz Creator can be launched from the start menu by choosing: Start → All Programs → 

Virtual Clicker → Virtual Clicker Quiz Creator. Figure 12 shows the Quiz Creator highlighted in 

the start menu.  
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Figure 12 - Starting Quiz Creator 

 

Once the Quiz Creator is launched, it opens up to a quiz document which has no questions, 

shown in Figure 13. It has a ribbon control instead of a standard toolbar because the larger 

buttons of the ribbon make it easier to use on Tablet PCs. The body of the application contains 

the quiz document which is a vertically scrollable region which contains information about the 

quiz (e.g., quiz name, instructor name, instructions) and any questions added.  

 

Figure 13 - Quiz Creator UI 

Adding Questions 

To add questions to the quiz: 
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1. Click the "Add Question" drown down button in the ribbon. 

2. From the dropdown, select the type of question to add. As seen in Figure 14, the 

available types are: Multiple Choice Question, Multiple Answer Question, Essay 

Question, and Ink Form Question. 

 

Figure 14 - Quiz Creator Add Question 

3. This causes a new question to get added to the end of the quiz document, as seen in 

Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15 - Quiz Creator Added Question 
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Multiple Choice Questions 

Multiple choice questions contain a question and anywhere from 2 to 26 choices where only 

one choice is the correct answer. This type of question has 1 point possible. When graded, a 

student gets the 1 point if they select the correct answer. When a new multiple choice question 

is added, it is displayed with some defaults, as seen in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 - Default Multiple Choice Question 

 

Follow these steps to customize a multiple choice question: 

1. When a multiple choice question gets added it has 4 choices by default. To change this, 

select the "Number of choices" drop down, located at the top of the question, and 

select a number between 2 and 26. 

2. The first text box is the question text. By default this contains the word "Question". 

Replace this with a question of your choice. In the example seen in Figure 17, "In the 

equation 2x + 3 = 4, solve for x" was entered. 

3. Under the question text are X, where X is the number chosen in step 1, radio buttons 

with text boxes next to them. These represent the possible choices and are filled with 

the word "Choice" by default. Replace these with the possible choices for the question 

and then select the correct choice by clicking on the radio box next to the correct choice 

text box. In the example seen in Figure 17, the third choice, .5, is selected as the correct 

choice. 
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Figure 17 - Example Multiple Choice Question 

Multiple Answer Questions 

Multiple answer questions contain a question and anywhere from 2 to 26 answers where it's 

possible that more than one is correct. This type of question has X points possible, where X is 

the number of possible answers. When graded, a student gets 1 point for each answer they 

correctly indicated as either correct or incorrect. When a new multiple answer question is 

added, it is displayed with some defaults, as seen in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 - Default Multiple Answer Question 

 

Follow these steps to customize a multiple answer question: 
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1. When a multiple answer question gets added it has 4 answer by default. To change this, 

select the "Number of choices" drop down, located at the top of the question, and 

select a number between 2 and 26. 

2. The first text box is the question text. By default this contains the word "Question". 

Replace this with a question of your choice. In the example seen in Figure 19, "Which of 

the following individuals are credited with determining the exact speed of light" was 

entered. 

3. Under the question text are X, where X is the number chosen in step 1, check boxes with 

text boxes next to them. These represent the possible answers and are filled with the 

word "Choice" by default. Replace these with the possible answers for the question and 

then select all the correct answers by clicking on the check boxes next to the correct 

answers text boxes. In the example seen in Figure 19, the second answer, Albert 

Michelson, and the fourth answer, Edward Williams Morley, are selected as correct 

answers.  

 

Figure 19 - Example Multiple Choice Question 

Essay Question 

Essay questions contain a question and area for students to type in their answer. The possible 

points for this type of question is configurable from 1 to 999. When a new essay question is 

added, it is displayed with some defaults, as seen in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 - Default Essay Question 

 

Follow these steps to customize an essay question: 

1. When an essay question gets added, its points possible defaults to 1. This can be 

changed to any value between 1 and 999 by updating the value in the first text box.  

2. The second text box is the question text. By default this contains the word "Question". 

Replace this with a question of your choice. In the example seen in Figure 21, "Based on 

the model we have been describing in class, how could you account for the difference 

between a conductor and a resistor... Explain" was entered. 

3. The third text box represents the answer. This text box can be used to enter any notes 

about what the correct answer should contain which can help in the grading process. 

 

Figure 21 - Sample Essay Question 
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Ink Question 

Ink questions contain a question and area for students to draw digital ink. The possible points 

for this type of question is configurable from 1 to 999. When a new ink question is added, it is 

displayed with some defaults and a blank drawing canvas, as seen in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22 - Default Ink Question 

 

Follow these steps to customize an ink question: 

1. When an ink question gets added, its points possible defaults to 1. This can be changed 

to any value between 1 and 999 by updating the value in the first text box.  

2. The second text box is the question text. By default this contains the word "Question". 

Replace this with a question of your choice. In the example seen in Figure 24, "Finish the 

cube" was entered. 

3. Finally there is a drawing canvas that supports digital ink. A base drawing can be added 

to this canvas which students have to complete. The application's ribbon has controls to 

configure editing the drawing, as seen in Figure 23. It supports switching the input 

method between a pen, eraser, and highlighter. It also supports changing the input color 

and thickness.  
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Figure 23 - Quiz Creator Ribbon 

4. Private instructor only ink can also be added by choosing the input color purple, as seen 

in Figure 23. This ink will be removed from the drawing before the quiz is sent to 

students.   

 

Figure 24 - Example Ink Question 
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Deleting Questions 

Any question can be deleted by clicking the "Delete Question" button found at the top of every 

question.  

Saving A Quiz 

Follow these steps to save a quiz: 

1. Click on the blue button with the down arrow that is to the left of the "Home" ribbon 

tab. This can be seen in Figure 25. 

2. Click on the "Save" button to save any changes to the current document or click on the 

"Save As" button to save changes to a new document.  

 

Figure 25 - Quiz Creator Application Menu 

Opening A Quiz 

A quiz can be opened in two ways: 

Method 1: 
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1. Click on the blue button with the down arrow that is to the left of the "Home" ribbon 

tab. This can be seen in Figure 25. 

2. Click on the "Open Quiz" button and navigate to the quiz to open. 

Method 2: 

1. Use Windows Explorer to navigate to the folder containing the quiz to open. 

2. Double click on the quiz file. This will cause the Quiz Creator to open with the quiz 

document loaded. This works because the .qz file extension is registered with Windows 

to launch the Quiz Creator app by default. This causes the Quiz Creator logo to be 

displayed for .qz files, as seen in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26 - Quiz File Extension 

Quiz Grader 

The Quiz Grader application allows for quick and easy grading of completed quizzes. When 

instructors stop a quiz in the Instructor Host application, all submitted quizzes are automatically 

saved to a .qzs file which contains all the submitted quizzes and the answer key. 
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Staring Quiz Grader 

The Instructor Host application can be launched from the start menu by choosing: Start → All 

Programs → Virtual Clicker → Virtual Clicker Quiz Grader. Figure 27 shows the Quiz Grader 

highlighted in the start menu. 

 

Figure 27 - Starting Quiz Grader 

 

Figure 28 breaks down the major components of the Quiz Grader UI. There are three toolbars 

which are used in grading quizzes. The file toolbar allows opening completed quizzes, saving 

graded quizzes, exporting grades, and auto grading. The navigation toolbar is used for 

navigating left and right between the questions of a quiz and up and down between the 

students who submitted a quiz. The third toolbar has an editable text box for entering the score 

of the current question for the selected student. 

The student list displays all the students who have submitted a quiz. Next to each student name 

is their total points scored and the percentage of scored points out of total points possible. 

Student names are highlighted in red when there are still questions that have yet to be scored.  

The current question pane displays a single question for the selected student. Just below this 

pane is the answer key, which displays the instructor provided answer for the current question. 

Below the student list is the answer distribution pane which displays a pie chart showing the 

answer distribution across all students for the current question. This is only displayed for 

multiple choice and multiple answer question types. 
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Figure 28 - Quiz Grader UI 

Opening Completed Quizzes 

Completed quizzes can be opened in two ways: 

Method 1: 

1. Click on the "Open" button from the file toolbar and select the completed quizzes file to 

open. 

Method 2: 

1. Use Windows Explorer to navigate to the folder containing the quiz to open. 

2. Double click on the completed quiz file. This will cause the Quiz Grader to open with the 

completed quizzes document loaded. This works because the .qzs file extension is 
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registered with Windows to launch the Quiz Grader app by default. This causes the Quiz 

Grader logo to be displayed for .qzs files, as seen in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29 - Completed Quizzes File Extension 

Saving Graded Quizzes 

To save graded quizzes back to the .qzs file, click on the "Save" button in the file toolbar. This 

saves any entered scores back into the file which allows instructors to grade quizzes across 

multiple launches of the application.  

Exporting Grades 

The Quiz Grader application allows exporting grades to a comma separated value (CSV) file 

which can be opened in Excel. To export grades, click on the "Export Grades" button in the file 

toolbar and choose where to save the CSV file. 

Auto Grading 

The quiz Grader application supports auto grading multiple choice and multiple answer 

questions. To perform an auto grade on these types of questions, click the "Auto Grade" in the 

file toolbar. The auto grader will score multiple choice questions with one point if the student 

chooses the correct answer. For multiple answer questions, it will give one point for each 

answer that was properly indicated as correct or incorrect (e.g., if there were 4 possible 
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answers, where first two were correct, and the student indicated the middle two where 

correct, the score would be 2 out of 4 points). 

Navigation 

The Quiz Grader only shows one question at a time. The instructor must navigate between the 

list of students and the questions to grade all the quizzes. 

Navigation Between Students 

There are three ways to navigate between students: 

 Select a student from the student list. 

 Use the up and down arrows in the navigation toolbar to move to the previous and next 

student in the list. 

 Use the up and down keyboard arrows to move to the previous and next students in the 

list. 

Navigation Between Questions 

There are two ways to navigate between questions: 

 Use the left and right arrows in the navigation toolbar to move to the previous and next 

questions in the quiz. 

 Use the left and right keyboard arrows to move to the previous and next question in the 

quiz. 

Manually Grading 

To modify an auto graded score or to grade essay and ink questions, simply enter an integer 

value into the text box in the score toolbar. 
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Instructor Host  

This section of the appendix provides detailed instructions on how to use the Instructor 

application. This application allows instructors to host virtual classroom sessions which students 

can connect to. This allows instructors to send quizzes and polls to students, monitor student 

status and activity, and receive student questions. 

Staring Instructor Host 

The Instructor Host application can be launched from the start menu by choosing: Start → All 

Programs → Virtual Clicker → Virtual Clicker Host. Figure 30 shows the Instructor Host 

highlighted in the start menu. 

 

 

Figure 30 - Starting Instructor Host 

 

The very first time the application is launched, the instructor will be prompted for their name as 

seen in Figure 31. The application stores this information which is used when broadcasting 

hosted classroom information.  
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Figure 31 - Instructor Host First Run 

 

Figure 32 breaks down the main UI components of the application. It has a ribbon control 

instead of a standard toolbar because the larger buttons of the ribbon make it easier to use on 

Tablet PCs. The ribbon has buttons for common commands, including: start class, stop class, 

start quiz, start poll, and request status. There is a student list which displays all the students 

connected to the hosted classroom session and indicates the status of each student. Below this 

list is the overall class status pane which displays the overall status of the class and the overall 

student activity level. To the right of the student list is the question list. This is a list of questions 

received from students which is sorted by the number of votes the question has received. 

Below this list is the full text of the selected question.  
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Figure 32 - Instructor Host UI 

Starting a Class 

Follow these steps to start a classroom session: 

1. Click the "Start Class" button in the application's ribbon. This will cause the class settings 

dialog to appear as seen in Figure 33. 

2. Enter a class name or choose one from the drop down (this drop down will be populated 

from previously entered class names). 

3. Change the instructor name if desired (this will be auto populated from the name given 

the first time this application was run). 

4. If the class session should be password protected (this will require that the students 

know the password to connect), select the check box next to "Password Required" and 

enter in a password. 

5. Click the "Start Class" button. This will cause the classroom session to be started. 

Students should be able to auto detect the session but if they can't the connection 

information is displayed in the bottom right hand corner of the Instructor application as 
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seen in Figure 32. This information is displayed in the from X.X.X.X:YYYY, where the part 

before the colon is the IP address of the host and the part after is the port number the 

session is running on. 

 

Figure 33 - Instructor Host Start Classroom Session 

Stopping a Class 

To stop a classroom session, click the "Stop Class" button in the application's ribbon. This will 

cause all students to disconnect. Closing the application will also cause a classroom session to 

end. 

Giving a Quiz 

Follow these steps to give a quiz: 

1. Click the "Start Quiz" button in the application's ribbon. This will cause the give quiz 

window, shown in Figure 34, to open. 

2. Click the "Browse" button and select the quiz document to send to students. 
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3. The give quiz window has a timer which can be used by instructors to time how long 

students have to finish the quiz. By default the timer is set to five minutes. Use the "+" 

and "-" buttons to increase or decrease the allotted time.  

4. Click the "Start Quiz" button. This will cause the quiz document to be sent to every 

student and the timer will start counting down. As students start submitting completed 

quizzes, the received indicator just below the timer will display how many quizzes have 

been submitted out of the total number of students. 

5. Click the "Stop Quiz" button to stop the quiz. Once this is clicked, students will no longer 

be able to submit completed quizzes and all quizzes collected at that point will be saved 

to a single file under "%userprofile%\documents\VirtualClicker\TakenQuizzes". The 

name of the file will be in the format "QuizFileName-date-time.qzs". 

 

Figure 34 - Give Quiz UI 

Giving a Poll 

Follow these steps to give a quiz: 

1. Click the "Start Poll" button in the application's ribbon. This will cause the give poll 

window, shown in Figure 35 - Give Poll UIFigure 35, to open.  
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Figure 35 - Give Poll UI 

 

2. Choose the type of poll to give by selecting an option in the "Poll Type" dropdown. The 

options are true/false, multiple choice, and multiple answer. 

3. If multiple choice or multiple answer type is selected, select the number of possible 

answers by selecting a value from B to Z from the letter dropdown. There is no place to 

actually enter the question or the choices, so instructors need to communicate this in 

some other way (e.g., PowerPoint slide, white board). 

4. The give poll window has a timer which can be used by instructors to time how long 

students have to finish the quiz. By default the timer is set to five minutes. Use the "+" 

and "-" buttons to increase or decrease the allotted time.  

5. Click the "Start Poll" button. This will cause a single quiz document to be generated and 

sent to every student and the timer will start counting down. As students start 

submitting completed polls, the received indicator just below the timer will display how 

many quizzes have been submitted out of the total number of students. 

6. Click the "Stop Poll" button to stop the poll. Once this is clicked student will no longer be 

able to submit answers to the poll. This will also cause the give poll window to display 

the results of the poll in the form of a pie chart, shown in Figure 36. 
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Figure 36 - Poll results UI 

Student Status 

The Virtual Clicker's student status feature provides a quick, reliable way for instructors to ask 

students if they understand the information presented. A key aspect that makes this status 

more reliable is the fact that a student's response is anonymous to everyone but the instructor. 

Student status is represented as one of four colors: white, which indicates a student has not set 

their status, red, yellow, or green. This status is shown next to each student's name in the 

student list, shown in Figure 37. There is also an overall class status which is shown in the 

overall status pane. This overall class status is calculated by taking the median of the 

red/yellow/green status values for each student.  

Instructors have the ability to request status from students at any time by clicking on the 

"Request Status" button in the application's ribbon. This causes the status for each student to 

be reset to none/white and students will be prompted to set their status. 
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Figure 37 - Student Status 

Student Activity 

Each Student client application tracks activity levels of pen and keyboard input and periodically 

reports these levels to the Instructor Host application. The activity levels collected from each 

student are averaged and this average is used to determine if the class activity is low, medium, 

or high. This overall class activity level is displayed in the overall class status pane. 

Student Questions 

The Virtual Clicker application suite allows students to submit questions to the instructor 

electronically. When a question is submitted it shows up in the student question list, show in 

Figure 38. The question is also distributed anonymously to all the other students in the class 

which allows other students to vote for the question if they would also like to hear the answer.  

The question list shows a snippet of the question, the number of votes the question received, 

and who asked the question. The list is sorted so the question with the most votes is at the top 
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of the list. To view the full text of a question, select it from the list and the full text will be 

displayed in the question detail pane which is below the list. 

 

Figure 38 - Student Questions 

Saving Student Questions 

It's not always possible to answer every question during class. To save the list of received 

questions: 

1. Click on the blue button with the down arrow that is to the left of the "Home" ribbon 

tab. This can be seen in Figure 39. 

2. Click on the "Save Questions" button and choose a text file to save the questions to. 

 

Figure 39 - Save Questions 
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Student Client 

This section of the appendix provides detailed instructions on how to use the Student 

application. This application allows students to connect to virtual classroom sessions hosted by 

instructors. It allows students to take quizzes and polls, set their status, ask questions, and vote 

on questions from others. 

Starting Student Client 

The Instructor Host application can be launched from the start menu by choosing: Start → All 

Programs → Virtual Clicker → Virtual Clicker Student Client. Figure 40 shows the Student Client 

highlighted in the start menu.  

 

 

Figure 40 - Starting Instructor Host 

 

The very first time the application is launched, the student will be prompted for their name as 

shown in Figure 41. The application stores this information which is sent to the Instructor 

application for displaying in the student list when connecting to hosted classroom sessions. 
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Figure 41 - Student Client First Run 

Joining a Class 

When the Student Client application starts it searches for any currently hosted virtual 

classroom sessions. This search takes about 20 seconds to complete. Once it's done any classes 

found will be displayed in the broadcasted classes list. Students can join a classroom session by 

either choosing one from the list of classes found or by manually entering connection settings. 

Joining a Broadcasted Class 

To join a classroom session that was found and displayed in the list of broadcasted classes: 

1. Select the class to join from the broadcasted classes list as shown in Figure 42. 

2. Click the "Join Class" button. This will take a few seconds and the application will be 

updated to the in class UI. 

3. If the classroom session requires a password, the user will be prompted to enter it. 
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Figure 42 - Joining Broadcasted Classes 

Joining a Class Manually 

To join a class by manually entering connection settings: 

1. Select the "Use manual setting" check box as shown in Figure 43. 

2. Enter in the IP address of the PC hosting the virtual classroom session. This value can be 

obtained from the connection information area of the Instructor Host application.  

3. Enter the port number of the hosted virtual classroom session. This value can be 

obtained from the connection information area of the Instructor Host application. 

4. Enter the password for the classroom session if required. 

5. Click the "Join Class" button. This will take a few seconds and the application will be 

updated to the in class UI. 
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Figure 43 - Manually Joining Classes 

Leaving a Class 

To leave a class, click the "Leave Class" button in the application's toolbar. Closing the 

application will also cause the student to leave the classroom session. 

Setting Status 

To set student status, click the "Status" drop down in the application's toolbar and choose 

between none, red, yellow, and green, as shown in Figure 44. The change in status will be sent 

to the instructor.  
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Figure 44 - Setting Student Status 

 

Taking Quizzes and Polls 

When an instructor starts a quiz or a poll, it gets sent to all connected clients. When the 

Student application receives the quiz, it displays the quiz taker window, shown in Figure 45. 

This window contains the quiz document which allows students to answer questions and a 

ribbon which contains buttons for submitting the quiz and ink editing controls. 

To take and submit both quizzes and polls: 

1. Complete multiple choice questions by clicking on the radio button next to the correct 

answer. 

2. Complete multiple answer questions by clicking on the check boxes next to each correct 

answer. 

3. Complete essay questions by typing in the empty text box. 

4. Complete ink questions by completing the drawing on the canvas. Use the Ink control 

buttons in the ribbon to switch between the pen, highlighter, and eraser input modes 

and to control the ink color and thickness.  

5. To send the completed quiz to the instructor, click the "Submit" button in the ribbon. 

Note: if the instructor has already stopped the quiz, the "Submit" button will be 

disabled.  
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Figure 45 - Quiz Taker UI 

Asking Questions 

The Student application allows students to submit questions to the instructor electronically. To 

ask a question, type the question into the text box at the bottom of the application and click 

the "Ask Question" button, as seen in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46 - Asking Questions 

Voting on Questions 

Once the Instructor Host application receives student questions, it sends them anonymously to 

all the students joined to the classroom session. These questions show up in the question list as 

seen in Figure 46 which displays a snippet of the question and the number of votes the 

question has received. The questions are sorted so the most recent ones are on top. To see all 

of the question's text, select it from the list and it will be displayed in the text box below the 

list. Students can vote for a given question if they also want to hear the answer. This helps 

instructors answer the questions that most students care about. 

To vote for a question: 

1. Select the question from the list. 

2. Click the "Vote For Question" button. Note: A question can only be voted for once by 

each student. 
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Conclusion 

The installers for the Virtual Clicker Instructor application suite and Student application can be 

downloaded from http://filebox.ece.vt.edu/~jgtront/virtualclicker/index.html. 

http://filebox.ece.vt.edu/~jgtront/virtualclicker/index.html
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